MAIN EVENTS

14 A FOOTBALL FIELD FIT FOR CHAMPIONS

Denison High School's Yellow Jackets never made the state football finals until two years ago. Now they have been state 4A champions and made the finals both years. There is a new winning attitude in this north Texas city generated by one man and the fields he has improved. Johnny Grimes, director of maintenance for the school system, took a maintenance schedule and his own personal enthusiasm to create a stadium fit for champions.

22 RENOVATING RIVERSIDE

Riverside Golf Club is the oldest golf course in the same location west of the Allegheny Mountains. But, through a series of periodic renovations, superintendent Roger Stewart has helped the club avoid disasters like the Toronto bentgrass crisis in 1983 and serious annual bluegrass infestation. Riverside Golf Club is proof that an older club can keep up or stay ahead of its newer rivals with regular updating of the course and its maintenance.
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